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Evolution of Health Care

Wellness is a big part of happiness. The better our
health the more able we are to do things in life. If our
body health is as good as possible we can then enjoy
the finer things in life and at the same time relate to
others in a more positive way. It is good to have as
one of our goals to improve our overall health. How
about that for a 2015 year goal and beyond!!! If that
is not one of your goals you will be all the poorer.
Chiropractic as a health discipline looks at the whole
of our beings. This has sometimes been described as
being Holistic Health care. As an important part of
this it is good for all of us to have goals/objectives in
our lives. This should encompass other areas of our
lives as well.

Goals

Website

This is something new for you to have a look at.
Notice at the top of this newsletter my website
information. Have a look at the site. There is some
good information on this site that you will find helpful
as to dietary and living habits. It will give you access
to more information that either you or your Family
or Friends may benefit from. This is all part of the
information “highway” that helps keep us informed. I
will add to it from time to time. Over the years I have
been able to access information from many sources
that you will not usually get in the local medias.

One of the more famous persons has been Mahatma
Ghandi. This great man knew only too well the
importance of Health and that “your health is your
real wealth.” How true. Such areas as relationships
(Family and Friends), Finance, Mental/Spiritual and
over all Body Health. Work goals on your Farm,
business or in your work is important. I have often
said that our Health is our Wealth. This is so true.
Good Health is rather like an investment which
will pay dividends for us in the present and as we
get older. If you have an inquiring mind the areas
that you can explore can be limitless. Today as
a part of that we can access newsletters, websites
and with the help of your computer you can look
up and find information in a way that some years

ago was impossible to find. How can we do
that? The answer one is to use what are known as “
Search engines” that you can use. These are on your
computer.
Once you start using your computer in this way you
will find that It is are rather like a library. One of the
most common “search engines” is Google. Another
known as Bing as two examples. You may have
other “search engines” that you use. With the use
then of websites you can find information relating
to Chiropractic or some other aspect of health that
will be helpful. Over the years I have been to many
courses and done a lot of extra reading/study in the
area of health. We all need answers to health issues

Brussels Belgium with two Chiropractors who taught
me a lot about the importance of being able to
analyse spinal and joint mobilities. I use this system
i.e. movement testing with all patients. It gives me a
good idea/impression as to what is happening in the
body.
Normalization of spine and other joint function
then is an important key to enabling you to achieve
or optimize your over all body function. Many
people live lives that are not being optimized as well
as they should due to ignoring the spine and joint
functions. If you have a good level of health you
will in turn be able to in turn relate better to others
around you. Irritation within the body is often due
to inflammation. This is like a chronic fire. This needs
to be attended to. Drugs will suppress some of these
inflammation processes but at the same time also
cause other symptoms to arise that can result in more
severe disease processes. This happens frequently.
Drugs as prescribed are now known as the number 3
or 4 cause of morbidity in western societies. Clearly
if there are natural alternative processes or remedies
that can provide a better solution it makes sense to
use such, rather than to take avoidable risks. Holistic
healing where causes are addressed then is usually
a much better way to go. CHIROPRACTIC THEN IS
A GOOD PLACE TO START. One of the sayings that
make good sense is WHEN THE SPINE IS IN LINE YOU
FEEL FINE!!!

and sometimes that extra bit of information that you
may not have been able to obtain is available from
my office.

QUESTIONS

I am frequently asked all sorts of questions about
some aspect of health. For this reason I have
prepared many articles on health related issues
that can provide you with good well researched
information that will be of help to you in your search
for answers. I do not know all the answers but I do
have good knowledge as to what causes disease and
what you can do to prevent many of the common
illnesses that kill people. For me it is making use
of my age and knowledge and also the extensive
contacts that I have and have had with thousands of
people over the years.

Signs and symptoms

If you have a good level of health you will in turn be
able to relate to those around you in a better way
We as Health professionals i.e. CHIROPRACTORS
LOOK FOR SIGNS AND SYMPTOMS when you come in
for your appointments. It is always good to tell us of
any other concerns that you may have as it relates to
your health.
What might some of these be? Pain is always the
main symptom. Stiffness is often something that
will be a good indicator that something is not
moving as well as it should be also. One that we
particularly look for is JOINT PLAY or springiness. This
is really the degree of flexibility. This can be a good
indicator as to whether a joint is moving correctly or
not. Early in my own career I had spent some time in

Athletes and other sports people

I have had many top sports people come in to me
for treatment, care and advice. They know that
Chiropractic gives them an edge in their performance
as sports people. A top sports person or athlete
soon learns that not only is good spinal function a
vital part of their performance, they know that good
nutrition and the use of a good level of nutrients,
vitamins, minerals and herbs will provide their bodies
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with a good level of health. This way there will be
less injuries, more stamina and an ability to perform
for a longer period of time in a much better way.
This really applies to all of us if we wish to keep good
health. This especially so as we grow older. A healthy
body is much less prone to illnesses and accidents.
To achieve optimum performance it is vitally
important that your spine is working/moving
correctly without subluxations. It’s good enough
for athletes to know the importance of good
function then it should be good enough for you too.
Optimizing your own body health is a good goal to
have.

Trees used to be planted to prevent slips and hold
landscapes in place, now they are providing a great
source of revenue to the producers of sprays and to
hell with those who become affected. This is serious
and for some reason so called experts are making a
right old mess with the use of toxic sprays. Some of
our policies that Government subscribes to are done
without due consideration of consequences and an
awareness of long term effects. We are using far too
many sprays and other poisons in society and we are
reaping a whorl wind of sickness through ignorance.
For many it is too late to overcome what they have
come down with. This is sad.

SPRAYS

Why you need a multivitamin

Our societies have for a great many years neglected
or taken a very casual attitude towards the use of
sprays. We seem to have an attitude of ignorance
about the use of sprays. We are spraying trees
and plants without due regard to side effects. This
is a very real concern. We saw this in Vietnam
where wholesale use of sprays not only resulted in
destruction of large areas of land cover but also the
heavy toll that took place with those exposed to such
sprays. I am seeing Farmers who are coming down
with serious illnesses which are the result of careless
use of sprays and chemicals. A body that has been
poisoned with sprays or chemicals is a body that
has been the victim of toxins in a very bad way. I
was appalled to see the wholesale spraying of trees
in Central Otago recently and a Government worker
watching a Helicopter spraying while standing
in shorts and not much else on. This is not only
careless it is thoroughly dangerous. There are very
few spraying contractors who live to a great age.
Their contact then with sprays is suicidal and they pay
a heavy price. There has been a concerted campaign
in recent times to spray out wilding pines. This is
leaving whole landscapes with dead trees which
are now an eyesore. I saw this up the Skippers in
February where whole areas are now a mess and
will be so now for a great many years. This also now
occurring nearer to Queenstown as well. I would
rather have seen these trees used as a source of
energy and or replaced with acceptable saleable trees
which in turn would provide cover for bird life and
insect life rather than leave whole hill sides looking
like the vandals have come in and spoilt areas for a
very long time certainly beyond many of our lifetimes.

The comments from articles which I have just read
are to me a confirmation as a Chiropractor of what
I too have found in the practice here in Oamaru.
Comments then from two other sources that I agree
with.
In a lead article in the February edition of HEALTH
RADAR 2015 from Newsmax Health. The writer
says in her article “There’s strong evidence that
multivitamin/mineral supplements support normal
functioning of the body and help improve overall
health and may help lower chronic disease risk” She
Quotes the Director of the Linus Pauling Institute at
Oregon University. Balz Frei states “It’s irresponsible
to ignore decades of nutritional research and tell
people they have no need for a supplement that
could be helpful” he tells Health Radar. Nice to see
others with the same observations.
Some figures
93% of American adults lack Vitamin D 61% lack
Magnesium, 50% lack of Vitamin A and Calcium and
40% do not get enough Vitamin C Another study
reports that men and Women over 50 that 3 out of 4
lacked sufficient Vitamin E, folate (Vitamin B9) and
magnesium. Those who were taking multivitamins
and of that group less than 10% fell short on Vitamin
E and one in four lacked Magnesium.
Health Radar which I subscribe to then is one of
many publications that endorse natural approaches
to health. Not only does the article go on to give
specific levels of nutrients it also states that a healthy
diet is equally important. He concludes with a
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comment that a supplement is not a substitute for a
healthy diet. I agree.
Another writer whose newsletters I subscribe to
Dr David Brownstein states from his own medical
studies that Vitamin Deficiencies have been evident
in his own examination of patients and that these
deficiencies are associated with heart disease, eye
diseases and a host of other diseases. He then
details the long term consequences of Vitamin C
deficiencies and mentions that many cancers can
result from insufficient intakes of this important
vitamin. He examples poor healing, heart disease,
bruising and fatigue. If you want to get on top of
chronic diseases then you need to factor in and use
nutritional supports. If you do not do so, you are
short changing yourself in a big way.

BE CAREFUL, TAKE YOUR TIME AND MIND YOUR STEP!!!
Concentrate on how you are moving is important too.
Use a walker if you are getting unsure on your feet.
Finally when you are getting up from sitting take your
time. This can often be a critical time when falls can
occur. This is often due to a sudden drop in blood
pressure known as dumping. Sudden loss of balance
or tripping in areas of instability of ground can lead
to injury or death and is happening frequently. This
especially in mountain and hill areas.

Smoking

Another article in the Health Radar newsletter
which I subscribe to, in which the writers state that
smoking habit triples your risk of back pain. They
quote a new study from North Western University
that smoking strengthens the connection between
two parts of the brain that convert temporary pain
into chronic pain. As a Chiropractor I agree with
this finding and have always found that smokers
and their back pain are much more difficult to treat
successfully. The body of a smoker also comes down
with other illnesses that could be avoided if smoking
has been avoided. Health Radar also gives advice
on Back pain. Quit Smoking. They state tobacco
habit triples your risk of back pain and quote a new
study from North Western University that found that
smoking strengthens the connection between two
parts of the brain that convert temporary pain into
chronic pain.

Falls and the Elderly

This is one of the greatest risks that the elderly face.
As we get older we lose our balance much more
easily. For this reason it is no shame to use a stick to
avoid falling.
Stairs When you are walking down stairs use the
rail provided. It is a good habit to let your hand slide
down the rail as you go down stairs. This way you can
grab the rail easily and often prevent a nasty fall. As
we get older the likelihood of a hip fracture or other
serious bone fracture is highly likely.

Obesity

There is increasingly good evidence now that obesity
is coming from malnutrition where the person has
over a long period of time been not eating foods that
contain sufficient nutrients. A diet high in sugars
e.g. many of the commonly consumed drinks have a
very high level of sugar. (some up to 9 teaspoonfuls
of sugar) are not providing the essential vitamins
and minerals that the body needs While the body
may feel satisfied that satisfaction lasts for only a brief
period. Then a condition known as hypoglycaemia
follows which signals the body to have a further
intake of sugars. This then is known as a condition
called dysinsulism. It is also sometimes referred to as
Syndrome x If you have been told that you are prediabetic or have syndrome x it is a good time to make
dietary changes. Cinnamon is a good herb/nutrient
to use. Also Gymnema Sylvestre and Chromium
Piclonate. These nutrients will provide good support
for your body’s pancreatic function which is the organ
that gets over stressed with a lifestyle of too much
sugars.
This is the beginning of diabetes which will come
either sooner or later. Diabetes then brings its own
problems and is closely related to heart disease.
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Genetics

I had the privilege of attending a seminar in Auckland
addressed by two well known health professionals.
James Wilson Chiropractor a well known lecturer had
spoken on Adrenal Fatigue and the 4 supplement
programme. Dr Ross Walker a well known Australian

Cardiologist spoke about heart disease. One of
his comments relating to genetics appealed to
me. Genetics load the gun and the environment
fires the gun. What he is saying is that we inherit
certain genetic make ups (body maps) and then
the environment that we are brought up in has a
big effect upon how our body health will be. Dr
Walker has written a number of books on this e.g.
Overstressed and overtired, underperforming The Life Factor being one he mentioned in his
presentation. One of his slides states that Peace &
Happiness is the best drug on the planet. Exercise
is the second best drug on the planet. Perhaps the
greatest Teacher of all The Lord Jesus Christ stated
just how importance peace is, over 2000 years ago.
Jesus stated that the peace that He gives us is not
as the world gives. Dr Walker Quotes many other
well known people whose writings we can well draw
from e.g. Anatomy of the Spirit – the Seven stages
of Power and Healing Caroline Myss Phd. Man’s
Search for Meaning Viktor E Frankl.

Summary

This newsletter then provides further good
information that has been prepared and presented
in your interests and in the interests of those who are
close to you and those who you love. My wish then
to you is that you embrace good health habits so that
you can make the use of all that life has for you.
Whitestone Taxis are at the rear of my office building.
Murray and Liz and their team of drivers provide a
great 24 hour/7 day a week service. . They provide
the area with good service and their fleet is being
upgraded on a regular basis. Remember if you
drink do not drive. A Taxi can save you a lot of heart
aches and regrets. In addition they now provide a
postal service locally which you can be making good
use of. Simply bring your local mail to them or use
one of their post boxes down town for a quick mail
out!!! This way your letters do not have to go to
Christchurch and then back for delivery which can
be very slow and is getting slower with a slowed up
service.
May 2015 be a good year for you
If you are not sure if we can be of help to you, do not
hesitate to ask. Chiropractic and Chiropractors are
able to provide you with many answers to health and
health related issues. I encourage you then to make
good health as one of your 2015 goals. This will
pay you good dividends. Your visits to Doctors will
become less and you will have a much more fulfilling
and satisfying lifestyle so that you can live well!!!!
Finally you should adopt some good slogans in your
life. IF IT IS GOING TO BE IT IS UP TO ME!!!! That is
always a good one to start with!!!

Activators

Arthrostim
Instruments used
in the practice:
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Products We carry a number of practitioner only products that are well researched based products
that will assist your body in the quest for health.
Courier service Our local Couriers provide a great service to deliver products to us and enable us to
send you products if you cannot come to the office.
Whitestone Taxis provide a great service for those of you who have difficulty in coming to the office.
They are a good bunch of folks who are there to help.

May the year 2015 be a fulfilling year for you. We look forward to serving you in the
practice. If you are not sure whether Chiropractic can help you or not, please do not
hesitate to phone, email or ask us. We are here to help you in as many ways as we can.

Whats new!!!!!

For those of you who know me well, you will know that I have always had an “inbuilt curiosity” about all sorts
of things out there. This applies to many areas that I look at. We are living in quite perilous times with other
issues such as share markets dropping, high levels of indebtedness, national, local and personal levels of debt
at unsustainable levels which are creating a large amount of risk to the risk takers out there and to whole
communities. Stress levels rise in these times as well. Dairying price decline will have a major effect upon
the lives of many. This could well be a year which will be similar to other crashes that have occurred before
but worse.!!! History should tell us this. This is part of the cyclic nature of what happens out there and at the
same time manipulation of markets by those in power.
This latter part of 2015 poses some real challenges. As a result of talking and listening to Colleagues I have
learned much from them. They have shared something that they have learned and then shared with other
Colleagues. Learning from others is something that we can all do. If you do not do that you will be more the
poorer. I too have had the opportunity to host fellow Colleagues here in Oamaru recently and to have a time
of sharing about what I have had learned over the years and to have the group come in to my office and see
how my Practice runs. Over the years I have visited many offices not only here in NZ but in other countries as
well. I always learn a lot from my colleagues.
PAIN is the main reason that people come to me and to us as Chiropractors seeking relief of pain. If I do not
know an answer to their problems or to your problem or you have something that is bugging you, then I will
make an effort to try and solve what ails you. Sometimes it may mean just to stop what you are doing and
rest up for a few days to allow inflammation to settle down. I can only help you to the extent of my own
knowledge. Even after over 50 years I am still willing to learn and try new methods.
Dr George Goodheart who was a well known Chiropractor in USA whose seminar I had attended many years
ago had made a comment which has always appealed to me. “Where it is it ain’t” What he was really
saying was that health issues often require some careful investigation as to solving a problem. What
appears to be a logical answer may not be that at all. This is where knowledge and experience comes in. Dr
Goodheart along with many of my earlier Colleagues have paved the way for us in many ways as we have
tried or used or acted upon their recommendations along with that of others.
This year as some of you will have noticed I have been using some variation of techniques or methods which
from my reading and now experience is providing an avenue for me as a Chiropractor that is different but
good. Dr Stephen Kaufman a US Chiropractor has developed a series of techniques that while similar to
others appear to be quite effective in ways that have previously eluded us. Dr Kaufman addresses areas that
while familiar to me have not been used in the way that he is using them. He describes this as a PAIN
NEUTRALIZATION TECHNIQUE. To me it is refreshingly different and is a good addition to methods that I have
used over the years. For me it has been a bit of trial and error. As I have gained more experience I am
becoming more confident in the use of his methods. For this reason I wanted to share with you something of
what he is teaching and I am now using. What is the result? It is my opinion that I am now able to ease pain
problems more quickly and more effectively. For me ( as an old dog trying to learn new tricks) it has been
quite a challenge to use and also to read the testmonies of many who have been helped to overcome
problems that others have been unable to solve. This is good news. We all like to feel better so that we can
achieve more in life and enjoy our daily lives in a better way.
WHAT ARE YOU CHIROPRACTORS DOING THAT IS DIFFERENT? Chiropractors have always placed a big
emphasis on using methods that are non invasive and at the same time encouraging you as patients to use
naturally based methods and remedies. Your body in the long run will make a better response to what we
are doing rather than suppressing a body’s inherent ability to heal. Drugs will control and alter a body’s
response to pain and disorder and in crisis situations at times are the best answer. Natural methods in my
opinion and experience are much safer after a crisis has been overcome. We are seeing long term pain and
dysfunction problems being overcome when the correct methods are used. What we are at is to utilize the
body’s inherent ability to heal itself when we know what is needed. There is still much learning then going
on out there and this is exciting. As Dr Goodheart said so well “ we do not know what we do not know until
we know what we do not know” A very wise man with many wise sayings.

Nutri-ninja and Nutri-bullets
If you had asked me if I knew what these two words meant a few months ago, I would have given a blank look.
TV have been doing some promotions on these machines. What they are: They are juicers with a high speed
and effective way of breaking down food e.g. apples pears, nuts, chia seeds, amaranth, hemp seeds (powder)
cherry guavas and other edible seeds as part of a healthy drink. You could add rice milk, or coconut oil or
orange juice. This way you will enhance your physical health, feel better and along with what I do using a
variety of Chiropractic techniques will enable your body to not only work better but to give you more energy
as well.
Music
If you are or do get stressed try some relaxing music. This is a known positive to a more healthy living and in
the long run can help your body be less “uptight”. Good research into the value of good music of varying
frequencies can have a very positive effect upon your body rhythms. Such music then can have a very good
effect upon your body functions

